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Conversion: 

ekey home finger scanner integra set

to ekey dLine set



The conversion is only possible for the ekey home integra finger scanner including its control unit.
It is not possible to replace the ekey arte finger scanner.
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Important information



It is recommended that the conversion be carried out by qualified personnel.
- In addition to the ekey home finger scanner integra, the cable transition may also have to be removed, so that 

the control unit can be accessed.
- If the SE micro control unit is installed on the lock side, the entire multi-point lock must be removed and 

reinstalled => very time-consuming. 
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Important information



There are two sets, which differ in the adapter cables depending on the installed control unit (CP IN, CP micro).

291021 ekey dLine fingerprint adapter set FS IN/CP IN
291022 ekey dLine fingerprint adapter set FS IN/CP micro

It is therefore important to know which control unit (FS IN/CP IN or FS IN/CP micro) was previously installed.

If SE IN with 2 relays has been installed, please note that the dLine controller has only one relay and therefore the 
complete functionality can not be mapped. 
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Important information



291021 ekey dLine fingerprint adapter set FS IN/CP IN
291022 ekey dLine fingerprint adapter set FS IN/CP micro

291021 ekey dLine fingerprint adapter set FS IN/CP IN 291022 ekey dLine fingerprint adapter set FS IN/CP micro

201001 ekey dLine fingerprint 201001 ekey dLine fingerprint
inkl. ekey dLine fingerprint adapter integra inkl. ekey dLine fingerprint adapter integra

291121 ekey dLine cover fingerprint adapter integra EG 291121 ekey dLine cover fingerprint adapter integra EG
201201 ekey dLine controller 201201 ekey dLine controller
291301 ekey dLine adapter cable FP 0,13 m 291301 ekey dLine adapter cable FP 0,13 m
291331 ekey dLine adapter cable CT CP IN 0,13 m 291332 ekey dLine adapter cable CT CP micro 0,13 m
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What is the composition of the sets?

201001 291121 291301 291331 291332201201



Optional - if CP IN was installed, a suitable mounting plate:
101905 ekey mounting plate, round 20 x 272 mm
101906 ekey mounting plate, round 24 x 272 mm
101907 ekey mounting plate, square 20 x 272 mm
101908 ekey mounting plate square 24 x 272 mm

Please check which width the CP IN has and then offer the correct 
one.
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What other parts do I need?



The ekey home finger scanner integra incl. design element, as well as the respective control unit, i.e. 
CP IN or CP micro, must be replaced.
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What needs to be replaced?

What can stay in the door?

From the existing ekey system (ekey home) remains the wiring, as well as the cable transfer and of course the
motor lock in the door.



Exchange FS IN to ekey dLine fingerprint - page 22
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How do I replace the integra finger 
scanner?

How do I replace the control panel?
CP mirco – page 11
CP integra – page 17



− Switch off the power supply and only then start removing the devices.

− There may not be enough space for the ekey dLine controller including the adapter cables. 
In the case of wooden doors, but also behind the cable transfer or the locking mechanism, space is usually very 
limited. Therefore, first check whether the new parts also have space before continuing with the conversion.

− As soon as the devices are exchanged and before the assembly in the door, carry out the test mode,      
i.e. switch on power, wait until the top left corner of the ekey dLine fingerprint flashes blue, place any finger within 
10 minutes - motor lock switches.     

− Then switch the power off again and complete the installation of the ekey dLine fingerprint and controller.
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Important notes for the conversion
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Where can I find the CP micro?

There are several places where the CP micro could be installed.
Behind the cable transfer, on the plastic faceplate (mounting plate) or on the locking side.
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How do I exchange the CP micro?

In most cases, the CP micro is located behind the cable transition. 
The cable transfer must be removed.

Then pull out the adapter cable until the 
CP micro (in the housing or shrink tubing) emerges.

Unplug both connecting cables.
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How do I exchange the CP micro?

Now connect the two adapter cables (291301 and 291332) to the ekey dLine controller.

Attention: Remove jumper

In this case, nothing is connected to the 4-pin motor 
connector.
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How do I exchange the CP micro?

Now connect the existing adapter cable or A-cable in the door to the two adapter cables (291301 and 291332)..

Then hide the cables and the ekey dLine controller in the door again and 
reinsert and screw on the cable transfer.
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How do I exchange the CP micro?

If the CP micro is located behind the plastic faceplate, it must be unscrewed.

Disconnect the SE micro from the faceplate and 
disconnect the two connecting cables.

The ekey dLine controller can be mounted on the 
existing mounting plate.
To exchange controller, proceed as previously 
described.
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How do I exchange the CP micro?

If the CP micro is located on the motor lock side, the conversion is very time-consuming, as the complete multipoint lock 
must be removed.

Please have the conversion carried out by qualified personnel only.

Otherwise, the procedure is the same as on the cable transfer side.
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How do I exchange the CP integra?

The CP integra is located in the door rebate on the hinge side.
To remove the CP integra, it is necessary to loosen the two fastening screws.

Pull out the CP integra and 
disconnect all connection cables.
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How do I exchange the CP integra?

Now connect the two adapter cables (291301 and 291332) to the ekey dLine controller, as well as the A cable and the 
cable from the cable of the cable transfer to the other ends.



For the locks that work with a switching pulse, the green plug is plugged into the dLine plug as follows
i.e. 1 to 1, 2 to 2, 3 to 3, 4 on the dLine plug remains free.

GU SECURY Automatic, KFV Genius A and B, Roto Eneo C, Fuhr autotronic and multitronic, Winkhaus blueMatic EAV, …
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How do I exchange the CP integra?

At the 4-pin connector for the connection to the motor lock (labeled 1 2 3 4) now connect the wires from the green connector
plug in.

Connection according to wiring diagram (using GU-SECURY Automatic as an example).

Achtung: Jumper nicht entfernen



For the locks that operate with a potential-free contact, the green plug is plugged into the dLine plug as follows, i.e. 1 to 
3, 3 to 4, 1 and 2 on the dLine plug remain free.

Winkhaus blueMotion, MACO A-TS, ...
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How do I exchange the CP integra?

At the 4-pin connector for the connection to the motor lock (labeled 1 2 3 4) now connect the wires from the green 
connector plug in.

Connection according to wiring diagram
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How do I exchange the CP integra?

Now attach the appropriate mounting plate to the ekey dLine controller, 
then stow the cables in the door leaf and screw them back on.
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How do I exchange the FS integra?

- Remove design element - Loosen screws until retaining clip has turned to the side 
- Remove finger scanner and disconnect connection cable 
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How do I exchange the FS integra?

- Take ekey dLine fingerprint adapter integra and plug in the cable
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How do I exchange the FS integra?

- Insert the ekey dLine fingerprint adapter integra and screw it back on. 
- Stick on design element and press on firmly
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When can I put the dLine system into 
operation?

- As soon as the ekey dLine fingerprint and the ekey dLine controller have been installed and the power has been 
turned on again, you can start commissioning the system.

- On the ekey dLine fingerprint, the top left corner flashes blue.

Now the commissioning can start.
Download the app and follow the instructions in the app.
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